Muslim Non-Fiction and Biography

Muslim Girls Rise by Saira Mir
I Am Muslim by Jessica Chalfonte
1001 Inventions & Awesome Facts From Muslim Civilization by National Geographic
Muslim Holidays by Faith Winchester
Muslim Mosque by Angela Wood
Coming to America: A Muslim Family’s Story by Bernard Wolf
Ibtihaj Muhammad by Daniel R. Faust
Salaam: A Muslim American Boy’s Story by Tricia Brown
Under the Ramadan Moon by Sylvia Whitman (shelved with Holiday Books)
Malcolm X: A Revolutionary Voice by Beatrice Gormley
Es Ramadan y Eid al-Fitr! (en español) por Richard Sebra
The Camel in the Sun by Griffin Ondaatje
What You Will See Inside a Mosque by Aisha Karen Kahn
Saladin: Noble Prince of Islam by Diane Stanley
Muhammad of Mecca: Prophet of Islam by Elsa Marston
Islam by Philip Wilkinson
Twelve Rounds to Glory by Charles R. Smith, Jr.
Islamic Culture by Atif Toor
Malala Yousafzai by Grace Hansen
The Islamic Empire by Phyllis Corzine
Muhammad by Demi
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